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Red Dragons everywhere, I want to begin this edition of
my Liner notes by thanking you for your patience, understanding, and cooperation over the course of the 2014-2015
school year‟s winter. This year we have had to use the
gamut of schedule changes: delays, cancellations, and early
dismissals. The decision is never an easy one, nor is it
made in isolation. I am keenly aware of the hardships
families face when a delay or an early dismissal is
announced---particularly for families that have to make
alternative arrangements to have children met when an
early dismissal requires a drop off at an unscheduled time
or to have children supervised when a delay is employed.
When considering a schedule change, I attempt to gather
information from multiple sources and make the announcement in a timely manner. I then try to notify families as
early as we can so that they can react and/or prepare. Our
district‟s number one priority is the safety of the students.
Our new last day of school as of the writing of this article is
Tuesday, June 9th. With that said, I am optimistic that you
will not be receiving any more calls this year announcing:
“Hello, this is….”

As we turn our attention from cancellations, delays, and
early dismissals toward longer days and improved weather,
several events occur yearly to further confirm that indeed
spring is upon us. First, our yearly kindergarten registration
recently took place. During that event we were able to
poll families on their potential desire and need for a PL
hosted Pre-Kindergarten. With those surveys completed, we are opening those questions up to the entire PL
community. In order to collect those thoughts, we have prepared a survey that can be found in this edition of
The Liner, completed, and returned to my office, or the same survey can be completed via our PL homepage.
A second annual sign of turning the corner is our academic cycle of standardized testing which includes the
PSSA (Pennsylvania System of School Assessment), PASA (Pennsylvania Alternate System of Assessment),
and Keystone Exams. These tests will be administered over the next several weeks.
continued on page 2
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continued from page 1

The required testing grades and audiences are students in grades 3-8 and students completing Algebra I, literature
(English 10 or English 11), and biology courses. As an educator, I find these assessments particularly useful as a source
of data. The results help us to identify our strengths and weakness as a district. As a person that thrives on competition,
the results of these assessments provide us with an opportunity to see how we compare to the other 499 school districts
across the Commonwealth. As a parent, I realize these tests can be disruptive to the normal ebb and flow of your student‟s life and may cause stress. To alleviate some of that stress, thus hopefully allowing the students to perform to the
best of their abilities, I offer these tips:
Establish a consistent bedtime routine that ensures students are well rested.
Encourage your student to eat breakfast daily --- to that extent our very own Purchase Line Food Service Department
provides a well-balanced, nutritious, and in my humble opinion, tasty grab-and-go breakfast.
Model exercise and physical activity.
Tell students that you are proud of them when they try their best. Regardless of whether the outcome is below basic,
basic, proficient, or advanced, we want the best effort from our students.
Lastly, I welcome any district stakeholder to another installment of Breakfast with Bradley. On Tuesday, April 28,
2015, from 9:00 – 10:00 a.m., I along with members of the Purchase Line School District Leadership Team, will host an
open forum in the high school cafeteria. My goal for this open forum is to provide all members of the community an
opportunity to meet me, hear a brief state-of-school overview, and have an opportunity to share their points of pride
within the district as well as to discuss their concerns. We will provide coffee, juice, and a light snack. The forum will
be general in nature; and, if needed, arrangements can be made to discuss specific confidential issues. If attending,
please enter directly into the cafeteria via the properly marked outside door. Due to our security protocols, under no circumstance will visitors to the school for this event be permitted to leave the cafeteria vicinity. We thank you in advance
for your adherence to this security provision.
In the spirit of my ancestral roots, I wish all of you a Happy Belated St. Patrick‟s Day. Please enjoy the time over the
weekend of April 3rd (no school) to enjoy the company of your family and friends.
Joseph A. Bradley
Superintendent of Schools

2015 IUP Art Invitational
By: Mr. Woodrow
Three Purchase Line juniors recently had their artwork submitted by Mr. Steve Woodrow to the 2015 IUP Art Invitational. The show
co-sponsored by PAEA, Pennsylvania Art Education Association, and Dr. Robert Sweeny of IUP will feature artwork created by
juniors from area high schools. The show will open Saturday, April 11 and run through May 11. Two Illustrations by Jess Stanford ,
one watercolor painting by Brianne Guzman and one ceramic slab piece by Mikhala Stover were selected to be included in this
year‟s show. The show is located at the University Museum in Sutton Hall on the IUP campus.

Both illustrations were drawn
by Jess Stanford

Watercolor Paintng,
Brianne Guzman

“UP” slab piece,
Mikhala Stover
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Keyboarding II
By: Mrs. Fisher

Keyboarding II has been re-implemented in the 8th grade rotational schedule following a twoyear absence. This course is designed to refine the keying skills that students acquire during
the Keyboarding I (7th grade) course. Keyboarding I focuses on touch-typing (keying without
looking at the fingers) and the goal of the course is for students to be able to use the keyboard
and computer more efficiently. Students in Keyboarding II begin the course with a review of
basic keyboarding skills and then learn the numeric keypad (10-keypad). From there, they
develop basic word processing skills and learn to format basic business documents. Accuracy,
as well as speed, is the emphasis of Keyboarding II.
A recent Wall Street Journal article by Caroline Porter emphasized the importance of gaining
Jennifer Lomman, Grade 8
proper keyboarding skill. Porter observed that students utilize keyboarding skills to complete
assignments in a variety of academic subjects as well as online testing. Schools which had formerly dropped their keyboarding
classes are quickly re-implementing them so that students are prepared for Common Core tests. Mrs. Fisher, keyboarding
teacher, implemented the Keyboarding Wall of Fame in 2010 as an incentive for Purchase Line‟s Keyboarding II students. The
“wall” consists of the representation of bricks with students‟ names on the bricks. To qualify for a brick, 8th grade students
must take a three-minute timed writing test, demonstrating touch-typing throughout the timed writing and key 40 or more
words per minute. Also, they must not exceed six errors. When this is accomplished, they may have their name posted on the
“Wall of Fame.”
So far this year, Jennifer Lomman is the only 8th grade keyboarding student to have earned a brick on the wall. Jennifer keyed
40 words per minute and made one error on her three-minute timed writing.

Indiana County Technology Center Celebrates 35th Anniversary
Excerpt from the CEO Headlines Winter 2015 Publication:
This year, the Indiana County Technology Center (ICTC) is celebrating 35 years of offering career education and training to high school students and adults. The school opened
its doors in 1980, as the Indiana County Area Vocational Technical School (ICAVTS),
whose mission was to simply prepare its students for entry-level jobs.
Now, 35 years later, that mission has shifted to helping prepare students for employment
in high-demand and high-skilled jobs and making sure that they are both college and
Designed by ICTC student
career ready. However, those are not the only things that have changed over the years.
Jessica Stanford (Purchase
As the economy, industries and times have changed, the ICTC has changed and grown
Line)
right along with them. In addition to over 25 industry certifications, there are currently
14 different programs for high school students to choose from as well as an opportunity to earn college credits through a
dual enrollment option. They now offer adult education programs, accredited by the PA Department of Education and students
have the opportunity to enroll in a certificate program and access Financial Aid, if needed. Other adults are enrolled in gas and
oil safety training programs provided through ICTC‟s customized industry training division.
There has also been an increased emphasis placed on skilled jobs, such as those in welding, construction, HVAC, health care
and other skilled areas. These are jobs that don‟t necessarily require a four-year degree, yet are in very high demand. “Schools
have to reevaluate the purpose of education,” said, Carol Fry, who became the 5th Director of the school in 2004. “The
emphasis should not be on going to college but the emphasis should be on work and the pathway it takes to get „work‟. Sometimes it is a four or six-year degree program and other times it is a 2-year associate degree or apprentice program.” Just last
year, Purchase Line became the 7th and final school district in Indiana County to become a member, with Penns Manor joining
in 2011. Blairsville/Saltsburg, Homer Center, Indiana, Marion Center and United were the original five schools
forming the Tech Center consortium in 1980.
35 years and countless changes later, one thing remains the same. From the very start, the ICTC has provided a challenging
yet welcoming learning environment for its students, that integrates technical and academic education and encourages them
to “get the edge” on career, employment and college opportunities.
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Pre-Kindergarten Interest Survey
In an effort to gather data regarding interest in any potential PLSD Pre-Kindergarten program,
we ask that you complete the following survey:
Do you have a 3 or 4 year old in your household?
If yes, is your 3 or 4 year old a twin or other multiple?
Would you be interested in a full-day/everyday PLSD Pre-K?
Would you utilize transportation to a PLSD Pre-K Program?
Does your child attend Head Start?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Name: _________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Contact Phone Number: ___________________________________________________________
Child(ren)‟s Name: _______________________________________________________________
Child(ren)‟s Date of Birth: _________________________________________________________
The completed survey can be returned to the Purchase Line School District, Superintendent‟s Office,
16559 Route 286 Hwy E., Commodore, PA 15729. Please submit response by April 24, 2015.
Please only submit one survey per household.
This survey is also available and can be submitted electronically at the PLSD Home Page using the
following link: www.plsd.k12.pa.us
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English teachers prepare for PSSA Language Arts test and Keystone Literature Exam
By Mrs. Conrad and Ms. Gerarge
With the Keystone Exams and the Pennsylvania State Standards of Assessment tests fast approaching, it is of
upmost importance for teachers to ensure that their students are prepared. There are numerous methods the English Department is using to prepare students for these examinations, which are now based on the Common Core Standards for English
Language Arts.
The English Department learned two school years prior to the 2014-2015 school year that Pennsylvania‟s Department of Education had made plans to implement the Common Core Standards in Language Arts. The new standards are
intended to be more rigorous in comparison to the previously tested standards. In regards to reading, the latest standards
require students to be able to read an entire grade level higher and to be able to write text-dependent analysis essays with
ease. As far as writing is concerned, all junior high students will also be assessed on multiple modes of writing: narrative,
informational, and argumentative. In the past, only students in eighth grade took a separate writing assessment test. In
addition, the Common Core will assess the understanding of grammar and writing conventions on a higher level. At all
grade levels, the English Department has been working on implementing and preparing students for these new standards of
assessment.
Early December of this current school year, Mr. Eric Thomas, junior high reading specialist, Mrs. Karen Conrad,
junior high English teacher, and Mrs. Tiffany Palmer, a learning support teacher, all attended a workshop at ARIN for
training on the Text-Dependent Analysis (TDA) Essay, a new component to the PSSA test. The essay requires students to
make a claim about a piece of literature based on a provided prompt. Students must then support this claim with evidence
from the text. Thomas gave his thoughts concerning the TDA, “The TDA is very challenging for students because they are
analyzing literature, which requires higher order thinking.” Since this training, junior high students have received instruction,
practice opportunities, and feedback on this type of essay in both English and reading classes.
One major means of preparation used by the English department is the Classroom Diagnostic Test. The test is administered twice per year, once at the beginning and again in the middle of the school year. The CDT is specific to subject
areas; in this case the students were tested in literature and composition. It is also important to recognize that the CDT is an
adaptive test. Depending upon how students respond for the first few items, the questions will regulate to the student‟s
instructional level. Student reports from the test give a sort of snapshot to the teachers. The reports show how students are
performing to the Pennsylvania State Standards. These results then give specific target areas, with examples, in which
students are having difficulty.
Mrs. Conrad and Ms. Mandy Gerarge, Conrad‟s student teacher, have been utilizing the CDT results. Their English
7 and English 8 classes just recently completed the Classroom Diagnostic Test (CDT) for the second time this school year.
Mrs. Conrad and Ms. Gerarge recorded the specific target areas of each of their students in every class before forming
a plan of instruction.
Based on the results, Conrad and Gerarge created instructional packets. The instructional packets contain information about specific areas, and then practice examples for the students. Each day in class, these students complete a ten
minute bell ringer. Their bell ringers, leading up to the PSSA‟s in April, are completing and reviewing these instructional
packets. Along with this activity, Conrad and Gerarge‟s students participate in specific remediation or enrichment activities
every Friday. These activities are based on students‟ target areas of need. By utilizing a whole class period, Mrs. Conrad and
Ms. Gerarge are able to address target areas that cannot be dealt with in the instructional packets because of time restraints.
Mrs. Jennifer Markle, the AmeriCorp professional, continues to pull students in preparation for the Keystone Exam,
but recently, Mrs. Markle took on added responsibilities in preparation for the PSSA test. With the help of Mr. Matt Falisec
and Mrs. Melinda Knapp, students in eighth grade read and analyzed literary selections in their Civics classes. The selections, which included historical texts and persuasive nonfiction, addressed eligible content for the PSSA test. Connor
McCoy, an eighth grader, gave his thoughts on test preparation in Civics class, “I‟m okay with using Civics class time to
prepare for the test because it‟s really important to me that I do well on the test.” Emily Peles, another eighth grader, explained some specific things she learned while working with Markle, “I feel as if I know more about primary and secondary
sources. I also feel more confident in my ability to summarize a non-fiction text.”
Mr. Thomas has also utilized a variety of means to prepare his students for the PSSA tests. Similar to years past,
he is using previously released items and specialized units of study based on students‟ needs.
All students in English 10 are required to take the Keystone Literature Exam. Mrs. Nancy Rescinito, who teaches
the majority of students at this grade level, has focused much of her energy on test preparation. English 10 students have
used sample tests from previous years, Study Island, and the Common Core Literature workbook as the primary means of
test preparation. She too has used the CDT results to help to plan lessons according to students‟ needs. Mrs. Sylvia
Mahaffey, who is responsible for one section of English 10, uses similar means of preparation in her classes.
The PSSA Language Arts test begins April 13th for all junior high students. The Keystone Literature tests are
scheduled for May 13 & 14, 2015.
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Purchase Line Geography Bee 2015
By: Mrs. Cowden
Eighth grade student Cecilia Kravarik
won first place in the 2015 Purchase
Line Junior High Geography Bee held
in the auditorium on January 20th.
This year‟s runner up was Angel
Stephenson, a 7th grader.

Mr. Thomas‟ 7th Grade Academic Reading
Class created their own reading games as a
culminating activity after the unit on figurative language. Students created their own
game based on a commercial game.
Students worked together for two weeks
in small groups of three or four. Mr. Thomas
provided students with a rubric
to show how they will be graded. Some
of the areas included on the rubric were writing the game‟s directions, creativity, appropriateness of the questions, and
neatness of the game. The students rotated
around the room and were given the opportunity to actually play the games to practice
figurative language in a fun atmosphere.
The game pictured with Mr. Thomas,
Faron Flynn, Crystal Boyer, and Charles
Voskoyan, was titled Figureopoly based on
the game Monopoly. Players moved around
the board answering questions and received
play money if answered correctly.
When students were asked about constructing
the game, Crystal Boyer stated, “It was fun!”
Charles Voskoyan said, “It was an experience, and I‟d like to do this in another class.”
Faron Flynn agreed with his group‟s positive
comments about the experience.

The PL Geography Bee consisted of
Cecilia Kravarik (left) and Angel Steten seventh and eighth graders. This
phenson (right) are shown as the first
and second runner ups. “It feels good to
year‟s participants were: Jennifer
win the Geography Bee,” said Kravarik.
Lomman, Austin Myers, Emily Peles, “It makes me feel like I have accomplished something. It also means that I
Nicole Shaffer, Kaleb Yarger, Dana
can remember things for future life goals
that await me,” she added. (Photo by
Campbell, Kyle Day, Deven Troup,
Jaime Long)
Kravarik and Stephenson. All 7th and
8th graders participated in seven preliminary rounds in their social
studies classrooms before Christmas break. The students earning
6 or 7 correct answers out of the seven rounds become one of the
ten finalists. After the preliminary rounds, there is a tie breaker
round between the students who have answered 5 out of the 7
questions correctly. Tie breaker questions are asked until there are
10 finalists for the final geography bee.
High School Social Studies teacher,
Ms. Kate Cowden, who has organized
the Bee since 2002, said, “The
questions start off fairly easy and
become more and more difficult as we
go.” Ultimately the winner has a very
Contestants in the annual geography
good knowledge of the countries of
bee were Kaleb Yarger, Kyle Day, Deven
Troup, Dana Campbell, Austin Myers,
the world learned through their
Nicole Shaffer, Jennifer Lomman, Cecilia
classes, reading current events, and
Kravarik, Emily Peles, and Angel Stephenson (above). (Photo by Jaime Long)
watching educational programming.
The day of the Bee the participants are
usually fairly nervous. There‟s really no way to study, although if
the contestants don‟t know the geography of the United States of
America, they probably won‟t last on stage for long. It‟s a double
elimination process. At first the finalists have choices to pick from
in order to answer the questions. The final question was, “Which
Mediterranean country, located at the southern end of the Balkan
Peninsula, is Europe‟s largest exporter of cotton?” Cecilia won by
correctly answering, “Greece.” Ms. Cowden presented the winners with soccer T-shirts from the U.S. and England. Seniors,
Greg L. Boring and Rachel Phillips, assisted with the scoring and
time-keeping.
If you are inspired to brush up on your geography knowledge and
skills, you and your children can go to
www.nationalgeographic.com/geobee . The
questions change every day on the test so you can
challenge yourself to a new geography question
each day. Congratulations to all the 2015 Purchase
Line Junior High Geography Bee participants, to
the winner, Cecilia Kravarik, and runner up, Angel
Stephenson. Congratulations!
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The Purchase Line Red Dragon Foundation
Distinguished Alumni Hall of Fame
Purchase Line School District
The Alumni Hall of Fame was established for the Purchase Line Red Dragon Foundation to recognize
graduates of Purchase Line School District, including all schools prior to merging. Nominees have
achieved and contributed to their school and have also achieved and contributed to their community
and country in the years following graduation. Their achievements are recognized to provide positive
role models for the present students of the Purchase Line School District.
PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ABOUT THE PERSON YOU WISH TO
RECOMMEND FOR THE PURCHASE LINE RED DRAGON FOUNDATION HALL OF FAME:
NAME: ____________________________YEAR OF GRADUATION: ___________________________
NAME WHILE ENROLLED IN HIGH SCHOOL: ____________________________________________
CURRENT ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE NO: _____________________________________________________________________
PLEASE DESCRIBE ALL OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS, ACCOMPLISHMENTS, AND/OR
CONTRIBUTIONS THAT YOU FEEL SUPPORT THIS NOMINATION. Additional paper can be added
if needed.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON SUBMITTING NOMINATION:
_____________________________________________
________________________________________
NAME
TELEPHONE
________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS
If there are questions concerning the Red Dragon Foundation Hall of Fame, please call (814) 743-6841.
***********************MAIL COMPLETED FORM BY APRIL 30TH TO:*********************
Purchase Line Red Dragon Foundation
P.O. Box 95
Commodore, PA 15729
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Annual Alumni and Community Dinner Dance
Purchase Line High School
Saturday, October 10, 2015
Homecoming Weekend
4:45 p.m.–6:45 p.m.-Dinner in the High School Cafeteria
7:00 p.m.-Program 2015 Alumni Hall of Fame Recipient in Auditorium
8:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m.–Music and Dancing in Gymnasium

$15.00 per ticket
Tickets will be available at the Purchase Line High School Office starting August 15.
Call to reserve your ticket.

Renee Lash-(814) 743-6841
Courtney Gardner-(724) 388-7176
or any
P.L. Red Dragon Foundation Trustee
Check out the Red Dragon Foundation at www.reddragonfoundation.org
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RADON TESTING
By: Mr. Peterson
Mr. Peterson received Radon test kits from the American Lung Institute for free
distribution to his students. These kits were recently given to his students on a
voluntary basis. Students then used the kits to monitor the Radon gas levels in their
homes for three to seven days, then sent the kits to a laboratory in North Carolina
for processing. Reports of Radon levels are then sent back to the students‟ homes.
Radon is an element found in the gas state at room temperature. It is one of the
“Noble” gases, so it is inert, which means it does not readily react with other
substances to form compounds. Therefore, if Radon builds up in a home environment,
it tends to remain for a long time and does not dissipate readily. Since it has an atomic
number of 86, it is heavier than most other gases found in dwellings, and, therefore, tends to be found in lower living
levels such as basements and garages. Radon is radioactive and is a natural “by-product” of the decay of radioactive
Uranium. Although Uranium is not usually found in high concentrations in this part of Pennsylvania, it does tend to be
found near coal, iron and other ore deposits. Since Radon is radioactive, it spontaneously releases radioactive particles
and/or packets of energy, which can be damaging to soft tissues in the human body. Since it is a gas, if found in a residence, it will be breathed in during normal respiration and can, over time, lead to serious respiratory problems, including
lung cancer.
Students are just now beginning to get test results back.
Mr. Peterson tested his
own residence and was
surprised to find that the
Radon level was much
higher than he anticipated.
The maximum safe level in
human residences is 4
picofarads per Liter
(approximately equal to a quart).
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BREAKFAST WITH BRADLEY
Your Opinion is Our Priority
Tuesday, April 28, 2015
9 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Coffee
Juice and Light Snacks
Open Conversation
Questions Answered
All stakeholders of the Purchase Line School District are
invited to join the Superintendent and members of his
Leadership Team in the high school cafeteria. Enjoy an
open forum to discuss topics of concern to the Purchase
Line community.

Not-So-Foreign Vocabulary
By: Ms. Beatty

Studying for that English vocabulary test? Did you realize that many English words have their roots in other
languages? Knowledge of a foreign language can be beneficial in expanding your English vocabulary. It can
help you figure out the meaning of an unfamiliar English word that you may come across. Words with foreign origins don‟t have to be only big, fancy words that you think you will never ever use—they can be your
basic every day words. Here are some very common words that English borrowed from Spanish and French:
Spanish
barbeque
hurricane
armadillo
salsa
rodeo
vanilla
macho
desperado
cafeteria
bonanza

French
chic
matinee
genre
fiancé
garden
fondue
cuisine
bottle
negotiate
casserole
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Purchase Line’s Second Annual Jump Rope for Heart Event
By: Mrs. Hardesty, High School and Elementary
Physical Education Teacher

This is the second year that Purchase Line Elementary School was able to participate in the Jump Rope for
Heart event, sponsored by the American Heart Association. The American Heart Association is a voluntary
organization devoted to fighting cardiovascular diseases and strokes. The Jump Rope for Heart program is
an event designed to teach kids jump roping skills, understand how their heart works and to raise money to
help kids with special hearts. Every year the students watch a short video that explains about the Jump Rope
for Heart event but also has a story on a heart hero. A heart hero is a child that has had some type of heart
condition. Along with their family, the child explains about their condition, and how the Jump Rope for Heart
Event has helped them.
Our event took place the week of February 9-13 during their regular Physical Education classes. When the
students walked into the gymnasium there were several Heart Healthy Stations that involved single jump
roping, long rope jumping, jump rope tricks, jump roping games, partner jump roping, vertical jump, agility
ladder, hippity-hop, and heart tic tac toe. Prior to the event, students worked on their jump roping skills
through various activities. Intermediate students, grades 3-6, have performed a jump rope warm up at various
times of the year. Primary students, grades K-2, were taught various jumping techniques and procedures that
led into the skill of jump roping.
I am proud to say that the students did an amazing job on the day of their Jump Rope for Heart event! The
students had a great time trying various jump rope tricks, especially seeing how high they can jump. Most
importantly, they had fun exercising! Jump roping is an inexpensive way to keep your heart healthy. The
Jump Rope for Heart event provided the students with information regarding the importance of the heart, how
it works and how to best ensure healthy hearts by exercising and eating balanced meals.
I am also thrilled to announce that our Elementary raised $2,291.87 for the American Heart Association. That
is $1,020.87 over last years amount of $1,271.00. The students‟ goal for the year was to raise $1800 and they
surpassed that by $491! Liam Lamkie was the top fundraiser for the event and Ms. Mountain‟s homeroom
raised the most money for the event. Way to go! Everyone did an amazing job and I cannot wait to see what
next year will bring.
This was a community service project and the students were provided the opportunity to raise money to fund
research, medicines, surgeries, and educational materials to lower the risks of Heart Disease. I would like to
give thanks to all parents, guardians for encouraging your children to help with this great cause. I would also
like to thank Purchase Line‟s faculty and staff for helping with the event. Finally, thank you to all the students
for participating and making it a success!
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A New Era of Handy-Men or Women
By: Mrs. Lenzi
Education has never been limited to reading, writing, and arithmetic at Purchase
Line High School. The Senior High Life Skills Program is an excellent example
of how education goes beyond the paper-pencil tasks of the classroom. Basic Home
Maintenance is a course that was initially created and collaboratively taught by
Mr. David Small and Mrs. Sandra Lenzi that prepared students to fix a leaking pipe,
safely maintain and use a lawn mower, and perform some basic construction and
landscaping projects. One of those projects was the framework for the storage area
in the weight room which has sustained the test of time.
Mr. Matt Scott and Mr. Small have reinvented this course over the past year. Again students are focused on those skills
that are required to keep a house going and learning some basic building skills that can enhance a home or a woodworking hobby. Students enjoy learning to measure, cut, and repair PVC pipe simulating some basic plumbing issues
encountered in a home. The construction of a large bird feeder has allowed the students to measure and construct their
own wildlife observatory. The blustery winter appealed to the creation of a snowman measuring stick to keep track of
the white stuff building up outside their door. The class has built name plates and plant holders all while mastering use
of sanders, cordless drills, and measuring tapes.
The class has learned to humor Mr. Small in solving his measurement puzzles
involving perimeter and basic geometry. The students get to apply these math
skills in planning and measuring for their projects. The course lends itself to
teaching students to work together, identify individual strengths and weaknesses
in assigning tasks, and most importantly providing encouragement to one another
to get things done.
As the weather improves, the class looks forward to polishing their landscaping
skills on the school grounds. A plan to do some refurbish work on the volleyball courts is in the works to soften the
ground and rid the area of some of the unnecessary weeds; all skills that may inspire the students to some great lawn
work at home over the summer!

How Much is that Doggy in the Window?
By: Mrs. Lenzi
Don‟t ask Pam Patterson because she is too busy stocking shelves, preparing bedding, and
tidying up the new Indiana County Animal Shelter to give you specifics on any of the
boarders.
Pam is participating in the Career Link employment program that allows students to attend
high school part of the day and work at a local place of employment for the other. Pam
earns an hourly wage through Career Track in return for her work which fills each of her
afternoons. Career Link works to recruit students to apply in the fall of the year for available
positions. Students then must complete an array of paperwork that involves parents sharing
tax and income information with the local Career Track case manager. Students walk
through the interview process in the same way they will to get a post-secondary position and
compete with other county students for the limited number of positions in Indiana County.
Pam‟s classmates initially wanted day-to-day up-dates on the “cute factor” of new arrivals to
the facility but soon found out that Pam was often too busy to know the comings and goings
of the animals. Her focus was following the directives of her supervisor at the shelter and
completing the daily tasks assigned to her.
If you are interested in future positions, Jim Garland has been the Youth Case Manager for Purchase Line High School
the past few years. Mr. Garland‟s contact information is 1-888-573-5733 or email jgarland@tricountyct.com. All of the
students who have participated in the program have enjoyed their placements and becoming familiar with Career
Track‟s Programs will assist them in future employment searches.
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High School Mathematics Department
By: Mr. Beers

Pi is the fraction of a circle‟s circumference to its diameter. It is a constant number,
implying that for any circle it will be the same. Circumference is the distance around
a circle. The diameter goes from edge to edge passing through the center. It has always
turned out that a circle is a bit more than 3 times its width around. Archimedes, an
ancient Greek mathematician, used polygons with numerous sides to approximate
circles and he figured that Pi was roughly 22 divided by 7. In 1706, William Jones first
used the Greek letter π. The letter „p‟ was used for perimeter of circles. The use of Pi
got popular after the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler adopted it in 1737. Pi has
since been calculated to over a trillion digits past the decimal. Thirty nine digits past the decimal are needed
to calculate the volume of the universe. In most geometric calculations, the number 3.14 is used. Pi Day is
celebrated on March 14th (3/14) around the world.
Some examples of geometric formulas where Pi is used:
Area of a circle: π r2
Circumference of a circle: 2π r or π d
Volume of a Sphere: 4/3 π r3
Volume of a Cylinder: π r2h
r=radius; h=height; d=diameter

SMILE PROGRAMS
By: Mrs. Chura and Mrs. McKinney
Mrs. Sharon Chura and Mrs. Jill McKinney, PL district nurses, would like to “enlighten”
and update you on Purchase Line’s participation in the Mobile Dentists Smile
Program. This program brings excellent in-school dental care to our elementary and
high school students. The Smile Program provides a variety of services including
cleaning, fluoride treatments, sealants and other restorative dental care every six
months. They accept all dental insurances, completing an application. No child is denied services.
Children who never see a dentist can develop dental disease, poor physical health, and pain and miss school days.
The Smile Program offers an easy and convenient solution by eliminating the major barrier to dental care because they
come right to the school!!! They employ fully licensed dentists and registered dental hygienists and are professional
and clean!!! We encourage parents to take advantage of this wonderful dental care program, both at the elementary
and high school level!
Mobile Dentists came to the high school Feb. 25th and Feb. 26th and elementary on March 12th and March 13th.
They will be returning to the high school September 24th and September 25th……… look for applications with the
Emergency Card packet that will be sent home on the first day of school, August 2015. They are to be commended on
such efficient and professional care and how friendly they are to our students!!! Also, thanks to our administration and
school board for allowing us to offer this program to all PL students!!!
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Excerpt from the CEO Headlines Winter 2015
Publication:

STEM Academy and Challenger
Learning Center Continue to Move
Forward

SPRING 2015

students to pursue careers in these fields, and provide
an outlet to learn and apply important life skills.”
What will separate Indiana County’s Challenger from
most, if not all, of the other 48 Learning Centers across
the country, will be its integration with the new STEM
Academy. The STEM Academy, which will be operated
in concert with all seven area school districts in Indiana
County, will focus on providing “rigorous and authentic
learning opportunities in the areas of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics empowering students to make a difference in society.”

The STEM academy will focus on creating realistic
learning environments that integrate STEM-related
Indiana County is positioned to advance two impactful skills in problem-solving situations that require teaminitiatives in the coming years. Both the Central Allework. It will transform the way educators teach and the
gheny Challenger Learning Center (CACLC) and its as- way students learn. Moreover, the STEM Academy will
sociated STEM Academy are more than half-way toenhance student’s proficiencies when they graduate
wards meeting their fundraising goals and construct- high school and better prepare them for the future, reing their new facility on the campus of the Indiana
gardless of whether they enter the workplace or conCounty Technology Center.
tinue with post-secondary education.
The Challenger Center will be the first of its kind in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to receive a NASA
granted license, and the STEM Academy will be the
first such Academy that integrates all the County’s
school districts in a magnate model. Working collaboratively, the CACLC and the STEM Academy will augment and strengthen student’s academic and personal
proficiencies and equip them to compete more effectively in tomorrow’s workplace.
The Challenger project recently received a $2 million
grant from Pennsylvania’s Redevelopment Assistance
Capital Program (RACP), which puts organizers more
than halfway to their total fundraising goal of about $9
million. As its name implies, the CACLC will serve a
regional area that encompasses 22 counties, with
about 150 school districts, and a combined population
base of about 252,000 residents.
The Challenger program was started in 1986, by the
families of the crew that perished during the Challenger disaster. Their objective was to help continue
the educational mission that Challenger crew members had originally set out to undertake. The stated
mission of the CACLC is to, “Engage students and
teachers in dynamic, hands-on exploration and discovery opportunities that strengthen knowledge in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM), inspire

STEM education will be a tremendous benefit to both
students and their future employers alike, because it
will prepare them with better critical thinking skills
and experiences working in teams to solve more complex kinds of problems. Students participating in the
STEM Academy will be challenged more academically,
but their rewards will be having more control over
their learning experiences, receiving college credits,
having opportunities for internships with local employers, and becoming more highly skilled and better prepared for career advancement.
The issue of workforce development has been a topic of
increasing concern for some time, among private and
public officials at all levels – local, regional, and national. Historically, the United States has been positioned as
a global powerhouse,
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due largely to a substantial stock of highly educated engineers, scientists, and mathematicians. However, the number of graduates in STEM disciplines has declined significantly in recent decades. The U.S. Department of Education
now estimates that only 16% of American high school seniors are proficient in mathematics and relatively few are
interested in pursuing a STEM career upon graduation.
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The Central Allegheny Challenger Learning Center is a 501
(c)(3) nonprofit corporation, and both the STEM Academy
and the Challenger Learning Center are eligible for Educational Improvement Tax Credits up to $750,000 a year.
To learn more about the STEM Academy and The Challenger Program, please visit their website at
www.challenger.org and http://pachallenger.org.

Accordingly, the U.S. has fallen in international rankings as
well. Statistics from the U.S. Department of Education indicate that the U.S. is ranked 25th in mathematics and 17th in
science, among the industrialized nations across the globe.
In recognizing this decline, President Obama has identified
STEM education as a national priority.
Both The STEM Academy and The Challenger Program have
been wholeheartedly embraced by the entire Indiana
County community. Elected officials, business leader’s educators, and community members alike, are all taking active
roles in making these initiatives a top priority for the
County. Together, they are viewed as truly unique opportunities for inestimable, positive impacts for Indiana County,
and the region.
Carol Fry, Director of the Indiana County Technology Center, is especially eager for the STEM Academy to be completed and for students to begin learning and taking full
advantage of this unique opportunity. “The STEM Academy
will create a seamless ‘pathway’ of STEM learning from kindergarten through 12th grade”, according to Mrs. Fry.
Whereas, the Challenger Learning Center will serve students in grades K-9, providing a hands-on and fun exposure
to the applicability and relevance of STEM skills, the STEM
Academy will engage high school students in grades 11-12
in continuing STEM education in three distinct pathways:
Energy, Bio-Medical, and Engineering.
Fry added, “As educators, our mandate is to facilitate STEM
literacy for all students and STEM expertise for many. With
the shortage of students entering STEM careers and increased employment openings identified by business/
industry, we want to close that gap by ex-citing students
about STEM careers through an inter-disciplinary, applied
learning environment.
Rather than teach four disciplines - Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math - as separate and discrete subjects,
STEM integrates them into a cohesive learning model based
on real-world applications.”
While the STEM Academy will be operated by the seven
school districts in Indiana County, once a facility is constructed, the costs of constructing the facility and equipping
the Challenger Learning Center are projected to be about
$9 million.

Coming Together for Literacy
Book Club‟s Spring Selection
By: Mrs. Conrad

Orphan Train
By Christina Baker Kline

All members of the Purchase Line
community are invited to partake in the
district‟s Book Club. Participants will
receive a complimentary copy of the chosen
book. The discussion of the book Orphan
Train and the meal will take place on
Monday, April 27th at 6:00 p.m.
Interested parents, students, and community
members should contact the high school
office for information or Mrs. Karen Conrad
via e-mail at conradk@plsd.k12.pa.us.
Students in grades 7-12 will
also be offered the informational flyer in their English
classes.
NOTE - first come first serve!
Please consider participating in
this literacy building activity for
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Read Across America
By: Brady Smyers, Dragon Tales Staff Writer

Purchase Line students participated in Read Across America Day March 2. Superintendent Mr. Joseph Bradley
read to elementary students that day. “It was in recognition of Dr. Seuss‟s birthday and Read Across America and
it showed that reading is fun,” he said. Read Across America is a day sponsored by the National Education
Association designed to honor Dr. Seuss‟s birthday and to show how important reading is. Mr. Bradley visited the
first grade classrooms of Mrs. Falisec, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. Manzek, and Ms. Lynch; second grade classrooms of
Mrs. Farbaugh, Miss Laney, Ms. Johnson, the kindergarten classroom of Ms. Neal, and Mrs. Smith‟s classroom as
well.
“It was fun. They were well behaved. They thanked me, (and) they were polite. It was a good time,” said Bradley.
According to Bradley, he hopes that the students took this away from this experience: “It instills that we can read
for pleasure, and (reading) becomes a part of their everyday life.” Several classes wrote thank you notes that
Bradley thought was a nice gesture.
“Read Across America Day is important to our classroom because it is a day that fosters a love of reading,” said
second grade teacher Ms. Debby Johnson. “Reading is a key component of not only our students' education, but
also their daily lives.”
Johnson added, “Some activities which our classroom completed included having guest speakers, Superintendent Mr. Joseph Bradley and Director of Special Education Mrs. Barbara Mozina read a book of their choice to
the class and reading Bartholomew and the Oobleck followed by creating our very own Oobleck!”
“We also read The Lorax and each student planted a „Truffula Tree‟ (marigolds and zinnias),” Johnson explained.
“It was a wonderful, fun-filled week for the students. They were able to have a great time while also reading some
fabulous books and learning important lessons.”
Bradley also visited Mrs. Jennifer Smith‟s elementary classroom for Read Across America Day. “I liked the
funny noises he made when he was reading,” and “Can he come read again?” were some of the positive
comments Smith received from her students after Bradley read to the class. “We are glad we could „Stop, Drop
and Read,‟ said Smith.
At the high school, students participated in reading as well. “Prior to the event, an email was sent to the
teachers to participate with an in-class reading during the third period that day,” according to High School
Principal James Price, who organized the event. Teachers could have students read for fun or incorporate
learning their curriculum or a class project through reading for the class period.
Math Teacher Andrew Sleppy had his Pre-Algebra 8 class read math problems from a website to solve. The
activity took a different approach to using the math skills that students are learning in the course.
English Teacher Karen Conrad observed Read Across America in her seventh and eighth grade advanced
classes. “I wanted people to think about their reading habits. I also wanted to share their experience with other
people,” explained Conrad, since some of the writing samples will be printed in The Liner and Dragon Tales, the
student newspaper. “Finally it was used as in introduction to the different modes of writing,” said Conrad since
students could write a narrative essay about a good memory associated with reading, an informative essay about
their three favorite books, or an argumentative/persuasive essay to persuade others to practice regular reading
habits.
Conrad believes this was a good activity for Read Across America Day, and she “really enjoyed learning about
what books (students) like and their experiences. It was really fun and neat,” she added.

Second grader Lindsay Timko raises her
hand as Superintendent Mr. Joseph
Bradley reads to Ms. Johnson‟s class.

Mrs. Smith‟s class: Alex, James, Shayley
and Aiden listen as Superintendent
Mr. Joseph Bradley asks questions about
the story he is reading to their class.
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The Reading Role Model
By: Emilia Bracken, Grade 7
Sizzle goes the frying pan on the stove top at my cousins‟ house. I inhale the mouthwatering scent of freshly frying bacon in the
pan. Yawning and shifting in my seat uncomfortably, I continue to stare at my cousin, Nicole, in wonder. She hasn‟t once lifted
her eyes from the book in her hand, since I have arrived yesterday afternoon expecting a sleepover. I finally decide it is the
opportune time to ask about what she has been so wrapped up in.
“Coley,” I say innocently. “What are you doing?”
She then looks up from her book confused by the interruption, and then her expression softens. “Oh, I have to read this book for
school and write a summary about it,” she explains. Why would someone have to read a book for school at home? In my second
grade class we read all our books in the classroom and they are nowhere near the size of that one.
“I don‟t have to read books for school. What‟s a summary anyway?” I ask.
“A summary is a short retelling of the book you read in your own words,” she replies.
“It sounds hard.”
“It‟s actually kind of fun,” she replies with a smile and goes back to reading her book. Huh, if Nicole thinks it‟s fun, it must be.
Maybe, I should try reading outside of school too. As I finish my thoughts, my uncle brings over the fresh plate of bacon we will
be having for breakfast.
After a long day of sighing and waiting for Nicole to come and play, I finally get home. I really want to read a book like Nicole,
but all my books are Winnie the Pooh. So I decide to ask my mom if she can buy me a new book. “Mommy, can we go and buy
me a new book?” I ask with pleading eyes.
“Umm sure, if you will actually read it. Why the sudden interest?” she asks curiously.
“While I was at Nicole‟s house she was reading a book and I want to be just like her. She made it sound fun,” I say cheerily.
We then load into my mom‟s Jeep and head off to the book store.
We then arrive at the store. When I enter, my breath is taken away. Never in my life have I seen so many books, not even at the
school library. My mother then takes my hand and guides me to the children‟s section. I look at all the different books on the
shelf, but nothing appeals to my interests. Then I see it. A shorter chapter book with a unicorn on it. I, being my seven-year-old
self, snatch it up and hand it to my mom. She then informs me that it‟s from the series called The Magic Tree House. She also
says that it might be too long for me and hard to understand. I then manage to twist her arm into letting me get it.
As soon as we return home, I start to read it. From that point on, that book and I were inseparable. I took it everywhere, to
school, my friends‟ houses, my babysitter‟s, even on vacation to the beach. I was determined to prove my mom wrong and to be
just like Nicole. The day finally came. It was a fall afternoon, and I began to scream with joy. I had just finished my very first
chapter book! It was an amazing feat. I shall never forget the very first congratulatory words that were spoken to me. “Keep it
down would ya. I‟m trying to watch T.V.,” my younger brother hissed. I brushed it off and continued to celebrate. I can‟t wait to
tell Nicole. So I didn‟t, I called her.
“Hello,” she said lazily.
“Hi Coley, it‟s Emmi. I have some exciting news,” I say barely containing my happiness.
“Well, don‟t leave me hanging. What is it?” she asked.
“I finally finished my book!” I yelled into the phone.
“Oh my goodness, really? That‟s amazing!” she said. Then she started screaming for joy with me. It makes me feel so proud
and happy that she acted this way when I told her. I had done it. I had become very much like my cousin, and I completed my
very first ever chapter book.
The Book Thief
By: Debbie Spaid, Grade 7
One of my favorite memories that is associated with reading is all of the Reading Counts points that I have gained over the
course of this year. I believe that this is a good memory because I am proud of myself for reaching way beyond my goal of
100 points.
I have always had a fondness of reading, but when I heard that we were going to have to read enough books to gain 25
points every grading period, I wasn‟t so excited about reading. So, I got into the habit of reading every day in English, occasionally in some other classes, and every night on the bus.
When we first started the program, I didn‟t believe that I would be able to get as many points as I have, but with some effort I completed my first book, The Book Thief.
Even though people would tell me that it was useless to keep reading since I already had enough points for the whole
year, I didn‟t stop reading just because of other people‟s opinion. I am proud of myself for not letting other people stop me
from reaching my goals. Today I have 360 Reading Counts points, and I have read 17 books.
That is one of my favorite memories I have that is associated with reading. This memory means a lot to me because books
give me an opportunity to travel to a different place in a different time and escape the real world, whether it is to a distant
land or to a time in history. Books give me a chance to not have to worry about the next test, or if I forgot something at
school, and forget any other problems that might come up. That is why this is one of my favorite memories that is associated
with reading.

26

PSSA Science - Grade 4
Track - Northern Cambria &
Blairsville-Saltsburg - Away at
Northern Cambria - 4:00 pm

PSSA Science - Grade 4
Baseball - Blairsville Home - 4:00 pm
Softball - Blairsville Home - 4:00 pm

29
COGAT - Grade 2

28
COGAT - Grade 2

Softball - Marion Center Away - 4:30 pm

School Board Regular
Meeting - 7:00 pm

27
Softball - Curwensville Home - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Marion Center Away - 4:30 pm

Softball - United - Home 4:00 pm

Mini Musical - Grades 1 - 2 High School Auditorium 6:30 pm

JH Track - Northern Cambria Home - 4:00 pm

Softball - Northern Cambria Away - 6:30 pm

30
Baseball - Northern Cambria Away - 6:30 pm

Kindergarten Farm Show High School Auditorium 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Softball - Harmony Away - 4:30 pm

Softball - Ligonier Valley Away - 5:00 pm

Baseball - Ligonier Valley Away - 4:00 pm

JH Track - Marion Center &
Homer Center - Away at
Marion Center - 4:00 pm

Track - Marion Center & St.
Josephs - Home - 4:00 pm

Baseball - United - Home 4:00 pm

Baseball - Harmony Away - 4:30 pm

24
PSSA - Math - Grades 3-6

Softball - Homer Center Away - 4:15 pm

Baseball - Homer Center Away - 4:15 pm

17
PSSA - English, Language
Arts - Grades 3-6

23
PSSA - Math - Grades 3-6

Track - Homer Center &
Ligonier Valley - Home 4:00 pm

Softball - Harmony Home - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Harmony Home - 4:00 pm

15
PSSA - English, Language
Arts - Grades 3-6

16
PSSA - English, Language
Arts - Grades 3-6

Softball - Penns Manor Away - 4:00 pm

National Honor Society
Banquet - PLHS Cafeteria 6:30 pm

Softball - Northern Cambria Home - 4:00 pm
Track - Penns Manor & United Away at Penns Manor - 4:00 pm

10
Baseball - Penns Manor Away - 4:00 pm

Good Friday

3
Easter Vacation
No School

Friday

9
JH Track - United - Home 4:00 pm

2

Thursday

8
Baseball - Northern Cambria Home - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Blairsville - Away 4:30 pm

1
Softball - Blairsville - Away 4:00 pm

Wednesday

22
PSSA - Math - Grades 3-6

21
PSSA - Math - Grades 3-6

PTA Meeting - 7:00 pm

School Board Work
Session - 7:00 pm

20
PSSA - Math - Grades 3-6

JH Track - Homer Center Away - 4:00 pm

Baseball - Saltsburg Away - 4:00 pm

19

14
PSSA - English, Language
Arts - Grades 3-6

13
PSSA - English, Language
Arts - Grades 3-6

12

7
Baseball - St. Josephs
Academy - Home - 4:00 pm

Tuesday

6

Monday

5

Sunday

April 2015

Variety Show - High School
Auditorium - 7:00 pm

25
Track - Indiana County Meet
- At Marion Center 10:00 am

18

11
Track - United Invitational 10:00 am

4

Saturday

25
Memorial Day
No School

24

31

18

Kindergarten M.A.D. Night
- 6:00 pm

School Board Regular
Meeting - 7:00 pm

26
Honor Society Pittsburgh Zoo

19

PTA Meeting - 7:00 pm

12
Track - District VI Meet - At
Altoona - 3:30 pm

Track - Heritage
Conference Championship
- Away at United - 2:30 pm

Softball - Penns Manor Home - 4:00 pm

5
Baseball - Penns Manor Home - 4:00 pm

Tuesday

11
Track - District VI Meet Away - TBA

School Board Work
Session - 7:00 pm

Baseball- St. Josephs - Away
- 4:00 pm

Softball - Curwensville Away - 4:15 pm

JH Track - Laurel
Mountain AA Middle
School Track & Field
Championships - At St.
Francis - 3:00 pm

4

Monday

17

10

3

Sunday

May 2015

27
Senior Class Trip

20

13

6

Wednesday

28
Senior Class Trip

Elementary Spring Band/
Choral Concert - High
School Auditorium 7:00 pm

21
FBLA Red Cross Blood
Mobile - Gym TBA

14
High School Spring Band
Concert - High School
Auditorium - 7:30 pm

High School Spring
Choral Concert - High
School Auditorium 7:30 pm

7
Baseball - Saltsburg Home - 4:00 pm

Thursday

29
Senior Class Trip

Track - State Track &
Field Meet - TBA 9:00 am

22
Elementary Career Fair Grades 3 - 6

15
Elementary Wellness Fair
- Grades 3-4

8
ACT 80 - No School

Family Fun Night Elementary - TBA

Leadership Day Elementary - 2:30 pm

1
Track - West Central
Coaches Meet - At
Altoona - 1:30 pm

Friday

30

23
Track - State Track &
Field Meet - TBA 9:00 am

16

9
JH Track - Track & Field
Championships - At
Altoona - 9:00 am

2
Prom - Contres Greer,
Northern Cambria 6:00 pm -10:00 pm
(Grand March - HS
Auditorium - 4:30 pm)

Saturday

15
School Board Work
Session - 7:00 pm

22
School Board Regular
Meeting - 7:00 pm

29

21

28

Baccalaureate - 7:00 pm Auditorium

8
Graduation Practice 7:50 am - Auditorium

1

Monday

14

7

Sunday

June 2015

30

23

16

Commencement Auditorium - 7:30 pm

9
Last Day of School - Early
Dismissal
High School - 10:30 am
Elementary - 11:35 am

2

Tuesday

24

17

10

3

Wednesday

25

18

11

4

Thursday

26

19

12

6th Grade Promotion 7:00 pm - High School
Auditorium

5
Awards Assembly Grades 7-11 - Periods 1-3
- Auditorium

Friday

27

20

13

6

Saturday
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Congratulations
By: Mr. Bradley
Congratulations to PL and Indiana Career and Technology (ICTC) student Benjamin Crawford. Ben, along with his
fellow ICTC classmates, recently competed in and placed second at the National Occupational Competency Testing
Institute (NOCTI) 2015 national video contest, "Mission CTE!" Students were encouraged to recruit their closest
allies to go undercover with NOCTI in creating a fun and engaging video highlighting the awesome benefits of Career
and Technical Education (CTE). This year's entries were innovative and represented the talent and creativity of CTE
students.
With over four decades of experience in developing tools to continuously improve the field of Career and Technical
Education, NOCTI delivers solutions for increasing students’ technical competence and certifying new and incumbent
workers in the private sector. NOCTI is a national leader in creating customized and standardized assessment
solutions.
Since it was first funded by a federal grant to Rutgers University in the late 1960’s, NOCTI has functioned as a not-forprofit consortium representing each of the fifty states and the US territories and is governed by a prestigious board of
trustees. This group of individuals reinforces NOCTI’s expertise in, and strong commitment to, improving America’s
workforce.
Over the years, NOCTI, originally a national source for occupational teacher assessments, has evolved into a full-service
provider of quality technical assessments for secondary and postsecondary students, teacher candidates, and business
and industry. NOCTI has become a valuable partner in the CTE community’s efforts to improve America’s workforce.
Please go to NOCTI.org and click on the “check out the winners!” link to view Ben’s team’s video. It is really cool.
Congratulations Ben!

